Abstract

Background: There have been still few objective outcome measures regarding the effect of botulinum toxin type A treatment. Tensiomyography (TMG) is used as a device that can non-invasively evaluate skeletal muscle, however, no reports have been found that the effects of botulinum toxin type A treatment have been evaluated by the characteristics of muscle contraction using TMG.

Objective: To evaluate the clinical usefulness of quantitative assessment using TMG before and after injection of botulinum toxin type A in patients after stroke.

Methods: The subjects were 10 patients who received botulinum toxin type A treatment for the spasticity of biceps brachii muscle after stroke. The maximum displacement (Dm) values in TMG of the affected side and the unaffected side before botulinum toxin type A administration were compared. Then, changes in Dm values, Modified Ashworth Scale (MAS) of elbow joint and Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) on the affected side were examined. In addition, the correlation between the MAS values and the Dm values, between the VAS values and the Dm values were examined.

Results: The Dm values before botulinum toxin type A injection was significantly lower on the affected side than that on the unaffected side. The Dm values and the VAS values one month after administration were significantly higher and lower than those before administration and three months after administration, respectively. Although there was a low correlation between the MAS value and the Dm value, a moderate correlation was observed between the VAS value and the Dm value.

Conclusion: There are few objective outcome measures regarding the therapeutic effect of botulinum toxin therapy. However, measurement of the characteristics of muscle contraction using TMG might be useful as one of the quantitative outcome measures for the effect of botulinum toxin type A therapy in patients after stroke.

Introduction

Muscle spasticity after stroke causes pain and decrease of activities of daily living (ADL), and is one of the causes of decreasing Quality of life (QOL) and social participation of the patients. Botulinum toxin is a neurotoxin produced by Clostridium botulinum, and type A is the most stable and toxic [1]. In 1977, Scott [2] first applied botulinum toxin type A (BTA) clinically for strabismus, and was also used for the treatment of blepharospasm, hemifacial spasm, and spastic torticollis. In recent years, BTA has become widely applied as a treatment for muscle spasticity after stroke, and there have been many reports that said BTA treatment is a safe and effective treatment [3-5]. BTA cleaves the SNAP-25 protein involved in the release of acetylcholine within nerve endings at the neuromuscular junction. Thereby, the release of acetylcholine is suppressed, and the neuromuscular transmission is suppressed to obtain muscular relaxation. Neurons in which neuromuscular transmission has been inhibited are reopened several months later due to the formation of a nerve branch from the axonal side, and the muscular relaxation disappears [6]. The effect of BTA treatment on muscle spasticity is generally assessed using the modified Ashworth scale (MAS). However, the evaluation by MAS is less objective and has differences among the examiners, and MAS is not highly reliable [7-9]. Therefore, there have been few objective outcome measures regarding the effect of BTA treatment, and the optimal dose, duration of the effect, and the interval of re-administration of BTA have not been clarified.

Recently, tensiomyography (TMG) is used as a device that can non-invasively evaluate skeletal muscle, particularly in the sports field [10-12]. TMG applies electrical stimulation to the skin surface, and it is possible to evaluate the characteristics of muscle contraction such as maximum displacement (Dm) from the change in shape of the
Subjects and methods

Subjects

Medical records were retrospectively surveyed of 31 people who received BTA treatment for the muscle spasticity after stroke at the Department of Rehabilitation Medicine in Hiroshima University Hospital and related hospitals. Inclusion criteria include, 1) those who received BTA treatment for spasticity of biceps brachii muscle after stroke, 2) those who were measured the characteristics of muscle contraction of biceps brachii muscle using TMG as well as MAS in the elbow joint and VAS of the biceps brachii muscle before and after BTA injection, 3) those who had the muscle spasticity more than MAS 1 in the elbow joints on the affected side , 4) those who had the pain in biceps brachii muscle because of the muscle spasticity. Exclusion criteria include, 1) those who had difficulty in communication because of severe higher brain dysfunction, 2) those who had surgery or other treatment for muscle spasticity, 3) those who could not be obtained informed consent for the research.

16 patients out of 31 patients met inclusion criteria, 6 of which were excluded, and finally 10 patients (6 male, 4 female, average age 60.6 ± 10.5 years) were included in the study.

Methods

TMG-100™ (TMG-BMC Ltd., Ljubljana, Slovenia) was used as a measurement device for TMG. Before administration of BTA, Dm value of biceps brachii muscle on the affected side as well as the unaffected side was measured using TMG. According to the method of Rey et al. [16], the measurement method was as follows, a) The sensor rod was placed at the center of the biceps brachii muscle, and the electrode was set so as to sandwich the rod, b) In a relaxed state, the tip of the sensor rod was inserted to half of the rod, c) The stimulation was started from 20mA, d) The stimulation was gradually increased until the change in Dm disappeared, or up to a maximum of 60 mA, and the maximum value was taken as the Dm value (Figure 1). In addition, spasticity of the affected elbow joint was evaluated by MAS, and pain in the biceps brachii muscle was evaluated by Visual Analogue Scale (VAS). For statistical analysis of MAS, 1+ was considered as 2, 2 as 3, 3 as 4, and 4 as 5 according to the report of Ceyhan Bilgici M et al. [21]. Regarding VAS, the patients were shown a 10 cm long black line (left side is without pain and right side is with extreme pain that could be imagined) and were asked to indicate how much the pain was. The dosage of BTA (Botox®, Allergan, Inc., CA, USA) was determined according to the spasticity of each patient and was administered to the center of muscle belly in biceps brachii on the affected side. At 1 month and 3 months after administration, the Dm value of the biceps brachii muscle on the affected side was measured again using TMG, and the MAS value of the elbow joint and the VAS value of the biceps brachii muscle were also measured. Administration of BTA was performed by one physician and measurement of TMG was performed by one skilled physician for a total of three times before and after administration of BTA in one patient.

Diagnosis of the subject, period after onset, administration history of BTA, administration method, post-administration rehabilitation, side effects, measurement results of Dm values of biceps brachii muscle, MAS values of the affected elbow joint, VAS values of the affected brachial biceps muscle were examined retrospectively from medical records. The Dm values of the affected side and the unaffected side before the administration of BTA were compared. Then, changes in Dm value of biceps brachii muscle, MAS value of elbow joint and VAS value of biceps brachii muscle on the affected side were examined. In addition, the correlation between MAS values of elbow joint and Dm values of biceps brachii muscle, between VAS values and Dm values of biceps brachii muscle on the affected side before and after administration of BTA were examined.

Statistical analysis: Continuous variables were expressed as the mean ± standard deviation (SD). In comparison of Dm values between affected and unaffected side of biceps brachii muscle after administration of BTA, a paired t-test was used, with p<0.05 regarded as significant. The measured values of Dm of biceps brachii muscle, MAS of elbow joint, VAS of biceps brachii muscle on the affected side before administration of BTA and at one month and three months after administration were confirmed by the Shapiro–Wilk test according to whether each variable followed the normal distribution. Then, when the main effect was significant in the repeated measures analysis of

Figure 1. Measurement of the characteristics of muscle contraction using tensiomyography (TMG)

a. TMG-100 (TMG-BMC Ltd., Ljubljana, Slovenia) was used as a device for TMG. TMG applies electrical stimulation to the skin surface, and it is possible to evaluate the characteristics of muscle contraction.

b. The sensor rod was placed at the center of the biceps brachii muscle, and the electrode was set so as to sandwich the rod. In a relaxed state, the tip of the sensor rod was inserted to half of the rod.

10.5 years) were included in the study.
variance (ANOVA), the Tukey HSD method was used as a post-hoc test. Furthermore, in order to examine the correlation between the affected side of MAS value of elbow joint and Dm value of biceps brachii muscle, between the affected side of VAS value and Dm value of biceps brachii muscle, Pearson’s correlation coefficients were determined.

Data analysis was performed using JMP® pro version 14 (SAS Institute Inc.) and p<0.05 was regarded as significant in all outcome measures.

This study was approved by the Research Ethics Review Committee of the Hiroshima University Hospital (No. E-1483).

**Results**

Of the ten patients, five were post-cerebral hemorrhage, four were post-cerebral infarction and one was post-subarachnoid hemorrhage. The average time from onset to measurement was 80.1 ± 43.3 months. Two of the ten patients were on the first injection, while eight were on ongoing injections. The doses of BTA to the biceps brachii muscle were all 50 units, and all were injected in one place. After administration, four had regular outpatient rehabilitation by a physical therapist twice a week, and one had home visiting rehabilitation by a physical therapist once a week, however, five performed only self-exercise at home. All ten patients had no apparent side effects after administration, and TMG measurements were completed.

The example of the results in a case are illustrated in (Figure 2). In that case, the Dm value of biceps brachii muscle before BTA administration was 10.4 mm on the unaffected side and 2.6 mm on the affected side. At one month after administration, the Dm value of the affected side increased to 6.1 mm, and at three months after administration, it decreased to 3.6 mm.

The mean Dm value (± SD) of the biceps brachii muscle before administration of BTA in ten subjects is 8.8 ± 2.6 mm on the unaffected side and 3.2 ± 0.9 mm on the affected side, and the Dm value on the affected side was significantly lower than that on the unaffected side (p<0.001). Table 1 shows the changes in Dm, MAS, and VAS values before and after BTA treatment on the affected side. The mean Dm value (± SD) of biceps brachii muscle on the affected side increased to 5.2 ± 1.3 mm at first month and decreased to 3.6 ± 1.0 mm at three months after administration. The mean VAS value (± SD) of the biceps brachii muscle on the affected side was 51.8 ± 7.6 before administration, decreased to 34.9 ± 5.5 at first month, and increased to 42.9 ± 6.4 at three months after administration. The Dm values (± SD) and the VAS values (± SD) of the biceps brachii muscle on the affected side showed significant differences in the repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA). In the post-hoc test, the Dm value and the VAS values one month after administration were significantly higher and lower than those before administration and three months after administration, respectively. The mean MAS value (± SD) of the affected elbow joint was 3.1 ± 0.5 before administration, decreased to 2.6 ± 0.5 at first month, and increased to 2.9 ± 0.3 at three months after administration. The MAS values (± SD) of the affected elbow joint did not show significant differences in the repeated-measures ANOVA.

Although there was a low correlation between the MAS value of the elbow joint and the Dm value of biceps brachii muscle on the affected side before and after administration of BTA (R²=0.237, P=0.006), a moderate correlation was observed between the VAS value and the Dm value of biceps brachii muscle (R²=-0.646, P<0.001) (Figure 3).

**Discussion**

This study is the first report of measuring the characteristics of muscle contraction using TMG for the patients after stroke, and the changes of muscle contraction characteristics after BTA administration was also evaluated using TMG for the first time.

Since Dm values in TMG have been reported to be related to muscle stiffness [16], it was quantitatively shown that the muscle stiffness of the affected biceps brachii muscle is higher than that in the unaffected side using TMG. In addition, at one month after BTA administration, muscle stiffness of the affected biceps brachii muscle decreased significantly, and the effect of BTA administration was clearly observed, however, no significant decrease in muscle stiffness.
was observed at three months after administration, and the effect of BTA was reduced at three months after administration. The effect of BTA is reversible, and so far, the scientific basis for the interval of re-administration has not been clear. However, since the results of this study quantitatively show that the effect of BTA is diminished at 3 months, re-administration at 3 months after administration could be accepted. The MAS value in the affected elbow joint tended to decrease at one month after administration, however that was not significant. In addition to the biceps brachii muscle, the flexion of the elbow joint involves the brachial muscle and the brachioradial muscle. However, in this study, BTA was not administered to these muscles in all subjects and the administration of BTA to the biceps brachii muscle was at one place and 50 units. Thus, the site and dose of BTA in this study might not have been sufficient to appreciably improve spasticity in the affected elbow joint. Or, because MAS itself is not highly objective and reliable, the slight improvement in spasticity obtained in this study might not be able to evaluate. However, in this study, the change corresponding to the Dm value of the biceps brachii muscle was observed in theVAS value and administration of BTA in this study is effective in the affected biceps brachii muscle and the patients’ complaints in biceps brachii muscle have been improved at one month after administration. Currently, since there is no clear guideline on the administration ofBTA, the administration dose and site of BTA, and the selection of administration muscle are appropriately changed in consideration of patient complaints and ADL. Thus, in the future, it is necessary to adjust the dosage and location of BTA and the muscle to be administered based on quantitative functional evaluation as well as evaluation on activity, participation and QOL.

In an attempt to quantify muscle stiffness, a method has been used in which the displacement of the entire subcutaneous tissue when pressure is applied from the surface of a body is quantified using a "press-in type muscle hardness meter" [22]. However, since the reaction force of the tissue obtained by this method also includes the "hardness" of the skin and subcutaneous fat, it cannot be said that it directly reflects the "stiffness" of the muscle itself. In addition, because the measurement by the muscle hardness meter involves the measurement error by the examiner, its validity and reliability are not so high. On the other hand, as described above, TMG is reported to be non-invasive and highly reliable and reproducible [13-15].

The systematic review by Mathevon L, et al. reported that ultrasound elastography was non-invasive and useful in the evaluation of muscle stiffness after administration of BTA [23]. Ultrasonic elastography is an imaging diagnostic method that deforms a tissue by an external force and estimates elasticity from the strain. However, there is also a problem with the examiner’s dependency and reproducibility. On the other hand, ARFI (Acoustic Radiation Force Impulse) elastography has recently been developed and reported to be more useful and reliable than conventional muscle hardness meter and ultrasonic elastography [24-25]. In ARFI elastography, it is not necessary to move the probe at all to exploit the acoustic effects, and it is less dependent on the examiner’s procedure. ARFI can also vibrate deep tissue to generate shear waves and measuring the speed of this shear wave enables quantitative measurement of stiffness that was previously difficult. In fact, Ceyhan Bilgici M, et al. used ARFI elastography to evaluate muscle spasticity after BTA injection in children with Cerebral palsy [25]. Thus, ARFI is a highly reliable and reproducible measurement method, however, that is precision mechanical equipment and the movement of the equipment is not easy. On the other hand, TMG is easy to move, and can be evaluated in various facilities. In the future, it may be necessary to compare the usefulness of ARFI and TMG for the patients after stroke.

This study has some limitations, first of all is the smaller number of cases. Although this study was retrospective observational study of 10 cases without control, comparison of Dm value of biceps brachii muscle between affected side and unaffected side, changes in the Dm value and the VAS value of biceps brachii muscle after BTA administration were similar in all cases. Therefore, even if the number of cases would be increased, the results were considered to be similar. Second, with TMG, only superficial muscles can be measured, and it is difficult to measure the characteristics of muscle contraction of the deep muscles. Although biceps brachii muscle was measured in this study, the above-mentioned ARFI elastography might be more useful for evaluation of deep muscles such as the posterior tibial muscle. Thirdly, as the patient background, diagnosis of the patient and the period from onset to measurement was various, and patients with primary injection and continuous injection were mixed. In addition, rehabilitation after BTA treatment was also varied. In the future, if the number of cases increases, it may be possible to compare the difference between patients with primary injections and with continuous injections and among the type of post-administration rehabilitation.

Although BTA is a very valuable drug, there is no quantitative evaluation assessment for the effects established to date. However, in this study, it was possible to measure the muscle stiffness of the patients after stroke using TMG and to quantitatively evaluate the change of muscle stiffness after administration of BTA. In the future, it is necessary to increase the number of cases and to evaluate the effects after BTA in detail. As a result, it might be possible to establish the guidelines on the dose, site and muscle of administration and interval of administration of BTA, and the clinical significance for BTA treatment is very large.

Conclusion

For the first time, TMG was used to measure the characteristics of muscle contraction for the patients after stroke quantitatively and to observe the changes of the characteristics after BTA administration. Measurement of the characteristics of muscle contraction using TMG might be useful as one of the quantitative outcome measures for the effect of BTA therapy in patients after stroke.
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